IB Language B (SL and HL) Course Overview (and Planner) 2019
Language
Japanese
Level : Y11 and Y12
Year 11 Set texts: KooKoo Seikatsu Japanese for Secondary Students Book 1 (2nd Edition) for Semester 1
KooKoo Seikatsu Japanese for Secondary Students Book 2 (2nd Edition) for Semester 2
Dictionary: Kodansha Furigana Japanese Dictionary (2nd Edition)
Other resources: Teacher produced themed booklets
Prescribed themes and recommended topics. The individual oral assessment is based on the course themes.
At HL students read two works of literature. Literature will be used as a stimulus for individual oral assessment
Themes Identities
Experiences
Human ingenuity
Social organization

Topics

-Lifestyles
-Health and wellbeing
-Beliefs and values
-Subcultures
-Language & identity

-Leisure activities
-Holidays & travel
-Life stories
-Rites of passage
-Custom & tradition
-Migration

-Entertainment
-Artistic expressions
-Communication &
media
-Technology
-Scientific innovation

- Social relationships
-Community
- Social engagement
-The working world
-Law and order

Year
11

Health and well-being
•
illness, symptoms
of good/ill health
•
diet and nutrition
•
physical exercise

Leisure activities
Holidays & travel
•
social interaction
through leisure
•
travelling

Communication and
media
•
internet
•
mail
• mobile phone

Social relationships
•
celebrations,
social and
religious events
•
education system
•
relationship
(friendship, work,
family)

•

social behaviours
and stances

Sharing the planet

-The environment
-Human rights
-Peace and conflict
-Equality
-Globalization
-Ethics
-Urban &rural
environment
The environment
•
energy reserves
•
global warming,
climate change,
natural disasters

Texts: personal,
professional and mass
media
Advertisement
Article
Blog
Brochure
Film
Diary
Letter
Speech
Survey
Email
Social media
posting/chat room
Essay
Proposal
Questionnaire
Report
Set of instructions
Interview
Leaflet

Main Grammar & other
Linguistic Features
Script: IB Kanji 400 relevant to
the topics
Grammar: while, making
decisions, suggesting things,
talking about intentions, how
to ~, doing too much of
something, describing how
things seem, talking about
intentions, saying ‘and more
over’, nominalisation, giving &
asking for explanations,
receiving a favour, descriptive
nouns, potential form, while, if,
giving advice, even if / though,
asking for & giving permission,
expressing uncertainty, inviting
and suggesting activities
‘masen ka’ & ‘mashou ka’,
accepting & declining, :

Year
12

Options: Health
•
illness, symptoms
of good/ill health
•
diet and nutrition
•
physical exercise

Options: Leisure
•
social interaction
through leisure
•
travelling

Core: Communication
and media
•
internet
•
mail
•
mobile phone

Core: Social
relationships
•
celebrations,
social and
religious events
•
education system
•
relationship
(friendship, work,
family)
•
social behaviours
and stances

Core: Global issues
•
energy reserves
•
global warming,
climate change,
natural disasters

News report
Opinion
column/editorial
pamphlet
podcast
poster
Public commentary
(editorial/
readers’ letters)
Radio program
review
Travel guide
Web page

indicating a purpose, saying ‘I
can’, describing how things
seem, when things go contrary
to expectation, actions ending,
giving instructions, making
nouns from adjectives,
expectations, ‘if’, ‘no matter
what’, comparing actions,
embedded questions,
indicating purpose, ‘only’,

